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AD HOC FINAL EXAM COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION

SR-94-95-(96)203(AHC)
Recommendation that the final examination schedule be changed to the following:
Exam Hour

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

8:00-10:00

8:00 MWF

9:30 TR

8:00 TR

9:00 MWF

10:15-12:15

10:00 MWF

11 :00 MWF

11:00TR

12:00 MWF

12:45-2:45

2:00 MWF

12:30 TR

2:00 TR

1:00 MWF

All classes meeting at 3:00 p.m. and after will be examined at the first regularly
scheduled class meeting during the above examination period.
All Wednesday afternoon and evening classes, those meeting at 3:00 p.m. and after,
will be examined Wednesday at their scheduled class period.
Saturday classes will be examined on the Saturday preceding finals week at their
regularly scheduled class period.
Departments desiring to establish common or combined section examination times
(such as Chemistry and Communication Studies) may arrange with the Registrar to
schedule such finals on the Saturday preceding the final exam week. Common or
combined sections exams will be printed in the final exam schedule.

RATIONALE: This revision preserves in principle the rationale behind the existing
final exam schedule passed by Senate in the fall of 1991. It also addresses the
problems reported by faculty teaching FA 101, Chemistry classes, and CMM 103. The
rationale is therefore:
1. This schedule retains two hour exams, 15 minutes between exams, and allows
for time for lunch.
2. This schedule minimizes back-to-back exams by staggering the traditionally
most popular class times.
3. This schedule, for the most part, allows exams to be held on the day classes
are taught, thereby accommodating students who work.
4. This schedule eliminates Saturday exams for those classes not taught on
Saturday. The exception is multisection classes for which the department has
designated a common exam time.
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5. This schedule relieves problems experienced in the scheduling of FA 101
exams, and establishes common exam times for Chemistry and
Communication classes.
Background: The Ad Hoc Committee conducted a survey of department chairpersons
to determine if there were significant problems with the existing final exam schedule.
Results showed that faculty were generally satisfied, but that three specific instances
were serious problems:
1. FA 101, the campus's largest class, was examined on the last two days of
finals.
2. Chemistry classes in which a national standardized exam is given needed a
combined sections exam time.
3. Communications 103, with multiple sections totaling about 800 students, also
needed a combined sections exam time.
It was determined that rather than mandating a Saturday final exam time for Chemistry
and Commnications classes, this policy should afford the opportunity for this should
the affected departments elect to take advantage of it.
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